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The Holy Spirit invasion is doing the very work the "teaching and preaching" of the Kingdom of God 
of which He has testified. It is bringing forth the reality of all the teaching as established in the hearts  
of those God has prepared.

Matthew 24 says,"The Gospel of the Kingdom will be preached AS A WITNESS in every nation and  
then the end will come." There is a transformation – transfiguration happening in those who have 
surrendered the totality of their being to God that cannot be seen with the natural eye or even fully 
discerned by those God may be working it in. It is a deep hidden work of God that is coming in 
"under the radar" to the world and much of the church to bring forth the kingdom of God life in the  
maturing "sons of God".

The Lord is causing our hearts to burn within us as He unfolds the secrets and the mysteries of His  
kingdom and Kingdom life to those who are willing to receive it.  This "burning Word of God" is 
transforming our life into being fully adapted and knitted with His life and with one another. He is 
bringing us forth like Gold and Silver, and makes us a Royal Priesthood and a Holy Nation in living 
reality.

There is such an inner "secret work" being done by this Holy Spirit Invasion that is transforming our  
hearts to burn with love for God and for one another. This is the "hour" that is now dawning for all of  
us to see.

There is a transitional mantle that God has given the pioneers of the kingdom of God message that 
God is now asking them to pass on to a new generation of "pioneers" to carry the flame of God’s 
Kingdom message to become reality in the nations. As the seasoned pioneers lay down what was 
precious to them God is going to bring them into a new place in Him as "watchman on the walls of  
the New Jerusalem city gates" in a way we have never seen or heard before.

A new "functioning" in the life  of  the original  pioneers will  be to  help  guide the "new breed of 
Kingdom pioneers" to walk in the mantle God has given them to pass on as Elisha received the 
mantle from Elijah. I am not sharing this from the 2nd day church system understanding of mantles, 
office or position seeking people, but from the 3rd day "glory covering mantle" that will be seen upon 
His Bride and fully cover her as a Bride all adorned in white that nations will arise and go to.

As the original pioneers lay down what they have been given as the greatest blessing from the Lord, 
the Lord will  release His new mantle of kingdom authority to the pioneers to go forth in a new 
dimension  of  His  burning  love  and  glory  that  will  help  bring  forth  a  deeper  maturity  of  the  
generations after them.

This is the season that the original pioneering generation of the Kingdom message will now release 
that  mantle  in  reality  to  the  next  generation  of  Kingdom  pioneers.  All  the  kingdom  of  God 
generations together will  be lifted up to a new deeper level in the Lord for the next events and  
purposes of God to unfold.

This new generation of Kingdom pioneers that is arising in our midst are the ones that have been 
kept in secret hidden ones from the world and the church that are going to declare and manifest the  
very Kingdom of God AS A WITNESS. This new breed of kingdom pioneers have experienced this 
Holy Spirit  fire "under the radar” to prepare them not to do witnessing, but bare witness of  the 
kingdom of God as the Testimony of Jesus Christ on the earth today.

They will operate under the Spirit of Prophecy which is the testimony of Jesus Christ. They will be 
filled with power of the Spirit from the 7-fold Spirit of God found in the Book of Revelation chapter 4  
verse 5, "Out from the throne came flashes of lightning and rumblings and peals of thunder, and in  
front  of  the  throne  seven  blazing  torches  burned,  which  are  the  seven Spirits  of  God [the  
sevenfold Holy Spirit].”
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This, we have never seen before, and that is why there are no blueprints and roads from the past to  
follow. 

God spoke to me and said, "This new pioneering generation would be called a "new breed",  in  
comparison to the church age leadership. They will be a new breed of kingdom pioneers that will 
love and understand the emerging Omega warriors and Generals who will be mostly under 30 years 
of age.

These "new breed kingdom pioneers" will truly guide this Omega Generation to the Lord Himself  
and know how to do it without building a name, a ministry or a church. This "new breed Kingdom 
pioneers" will train the Omega Generation to know the Lord as the "generation that will seek Him". 
Psalm 24:6 "This is the generation of them that seek him, that seek your face, O Jacob. Selah."

This "new breed of Kingdom pioneers” wearing this "transitional mantle" will not talk or build like the 
church system leadership. They will follow the cloud and the pillar of fire as it moves. This "new 
breed" is being formed into what Ezekiel saw as a "wheel within a wheel".

The "new breed of  pioneers"  will  not  lord  over,  nor  will  they  even try  to  build  anything except 
establish the kingdom of God in men's heart with the "present word of the Lord" on their lips in  
power of the word of God with consequences.

Together with the "Omega Generation", this "new breed of Kingdom pioneers" will be made into a 
wheel within a wheel as Ezekiel saw in his vision. Inside that wheel is a wheel made up of the "fire  
brand Omega Generation of mostly under 30" who are unlike anything we have seen before, in their  
love, passion and devotion to Christ and His will, or that we will ever see again.

They are truly a David's mighty men company of believers, but far more glorious and power filled  
than even them. They are the fire bringers, a brand plucked out of the fire as found in Zechariah  
chapter 3, and glory of God will be upon them as God sends them forth to fill the earth with His 
glory.

They will be a "wheel inside a wheel" with both generations functioning as one, and the "elders" 
(original  pioneers)  taking  their  place  in  the  New  Jerusalem  city  gates  to  bring  forth  the 
understanding of the voice of "many waters" found in the book of Revelation as God unfolds His end  
time purposes. They will unfold the blueprints and plans, the secrets and mysteries waiting to be 
revealed in this hour to come.

As the next two generations function together, God will begin to transform the original pioneers into 
becoming His New Jerusalem City pillars. They will function as "3 rd or 7th day watchmen/elders" for 
the city in a brand new dimension of power, glory and authority like never seen or given before.

The original pioneers will now be positioned spiritually before the throne of God and before the sea 
of glass to help bring the transparent purposes of God to both generations in clear view. As they 
begin to function in this new transitional mantle they are being formed into "true elders in the New 
Jerusalem City Gates to help guide and direct the armies of God on the earth as it is in heaven".

Together with the "new breed" and the "fire brand Omega Generation" a mighty wheel within a  
wheel is going to move on earth exactly as God moves in heaven in every nation of this world and 
the Gospel of the Kingdom will be preached and demonstrated until every kingdom of this world 
becomes the Kingdom of our God in Christ with Christ Jesus the King over all.

I believe that is why the "transitional mantles" that the Holy Ghost "Invasion" is bringing is causing 
us to let go of everything as we have known it to be and lay it at the Master's feet as a "living 
sacrifice". Like others, I do not want one thing of the "old or even the new" if it keeps me from what  
God has for us to come. I truly believe that a "new revelation of Jesus" is in our midst.

This is an edited version of the article. For the full article: Click Here. 
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